Supporting Text S1

From gene expression to reporter metabolitescalculation of reporter metabolite score
We present a step-by-step procedure for calculation of reporter metabolites. The first step is to estimate p-value for the significance of differential expression for all of the genes across two phenotypes in question, for example, T2DM vs. NGT. In our analysis we used empirical Bayes test [1] to assess the significance of differentially expressed genes. It is possible to use other statistical methods, e.g. t-test or ranksum test. The choice of the method depends on the underlying structure of the data and assumptions that can be made. The statistical test assigns a p-value to each of the probe sets by taking into account the variation within the groups being compared. A gene is usually represented by several probe sets, and in such case a p-value for differentially expressed gene is defined by choosing the value from the top probe-set 1 , according to the probe-set ranks (probe-set ranks are defined by the manufacturer, see Affymetrix web sitehttp://www.affymetrix.com/). Further, by using inverse normal cumulative distribution function, the p-value 2 of each of the probe set (gene) is converted to a standard Z-score with a mean of 0 and a variance of 1, thus uniformly distributed p-values are transformed to a normally distributed random variable ( Figure SM1 ).
Figure SM1. Conversion of gene p-values to standard Z-score using inverse cumulative function
The next step is to use gene Z-scores to assign Z-score to the metabolites. Z-score of a metabolite is an average of Z-scores of genes connected to that metabolite in the metabolic model. In order to evaluate the significance of metabolite scores, average Z-score of each of the metabolites needs to be corrected for the background Z-score distribution 3 (see Figure 6 in [2] ).
After background correction each metabolite's Z-score is converted to a p-value by using normal cumulative distribution function. Overall procedure including a calculation example is illustrated in Figure SM2 SM3 . Comparison of results from reporter metabolite analysis based on two different sets of metabolic genes one being proper subset of the other. In order to assess the effect of relatively low coverage of metabolic genes on the HuGeneFL (used in Mexican-American case study), we re-analyzed the Swedish Male dataset by using only a subset of genes from the HG-U133A chip that were represented also on the HuGeneFL. The results show large overlap between the two reporter metabolite sets thus obtained. The left panel shows Venn diagram illustrating the overlap between the two reporter metabolite sets, while the right hand side panel shows the distribution of Z-scores for the two metabolic gene sets. P-values shown are results of Student's t-test comparing the two distributions. In all comparisons, p-values are very low, implying that the two distributions are distinct. This is one of the contributing factors to the difference between the reporter metabolite results, in addition to the fact that the number of neighbors for several metabolites is also different for each gene subsets. For mathematical description of the relationship between these two factors and reporter score, please see materials and methods section in the main text. 
